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               New books, old books, books you may have missed . . .  

 
Steve Jobs by Walter Isaacson 

Computers changed our world, and Steve Jobs is responsible. In his challenging 65 years, he 

altered the way he thought and the world’s way of looking at itself, and his computers were 

inspired, user-friendly and elegant. By the time cancer got him, he had left a four-year plan for 

the company’s future, chosen the book’s cover (but never read it), and died 19 days before 

Isaacson’s fine work was released. (Jobs will figure out a way . . . ). 

 

Drift: The Unmooring of American Military Power by Rachel Maddow 

A sumptuous piece of work by a writer with no tolerance for fools; from pre-Reagan on, political 

history sneaks up as wars are personalized and lies flutter like butterflies. Maddow’s work is 

crisp, direct, unsparing and occasionally hilarious; she cites her sources and includes an index to 

make it easy for readers to check facts. (Don’t miss the book’s dedication.) 

 

Untold Stories by Alan Bennett                                                                    B Ben 

Already a best-seller in the United Kingdom, where he is a leading dramatist, TV host and 

playwright, Bennett’s recollections – of friends, a savage mugging, his mother’s battle with 

depression – cover difficult subjects with compassion and jolts of dark humor in strange places. 

He misses nothing, and his comic timing is, as always, impeccable. 

 

See Isabelle Run by Elizabeth Bloom               M Blo  

Isabelle Leonard is abandoned at the altar when the groom runs off with her maid of honor. She 

joins a design/lifestyle empire run by a famous homemaking guru – but when its employees start 

dropping like flies, Isabelle gets edgy. 

 

Cripple Creek by James Sallis                                                                           F Sal 

Set in a small town near Memphis, this Turner mystery by the prolific and terrific James Sallas 

unleashes old ghosts that rattle the former policeman/ex-con/therapist. When the town’s sheriff is 

brutally assaulted, deputy Turner heads for Memphis and a past he’d hoped to leave behind.  

 

Teacher Man: A Memoir – Frank McCourt                                                              B Mcc 

McCourt, the author of Angela’s Ashes, writes about his 30-year career teaching in the public 

schools of New York City – work that, he makes clear, helped turn him into the juicy, 

remarkable writer he has become. 

 

 

 

 


